A critical function of the human brain is to determine the relationship between sensory signals. In the case of signals originating from different sensory modalities, such as audition and vision, several processes have been proposed that may facilitate perception of correspondence between two signals despite any temporal discrepancies in physical or neural transmission. One proposal, temporal ventriloquism, suggests that audio-visual temporal discrepancies can be resolved with a capture of visual event timing by that of nearby auditory events. Such an account implies a fundamental change in the timing representations of the involved events. Here we examine if such changes are necessary to account for a recently demonstrated effect, the modulation of visual apparent motion direction by audition. By contrast, we propose that the effect is driven by segmentation of the visual sequence on the basis of perceptual organization in the cross-modal sequence. Using different sequences of cross-modal (auditory and tactile) events, we found that the direction of visual apparent motion was not consistent with a temporal capture explanation. Rather, reports of visual apparent motion direction were dictated by perceptual organization within cross-modal sequences, determined on the basis of apparent relatedness. This result adds to the growing literature indicating the importance of apparent relatedness and sequence segmentation in apparent timing. Moreover, it demonstrates that, contrary to previous findings, cross-modal interaction can play a critical role in determining organization of signals within a single sensory modality.
Introduction
Determining the relationship between different sensory signals is a critical function of the human brain. Many factors contribute to the perception that multiple signals, such as audition and vision, share a common source, but the most important cues appear to be spatial and temporal correspondence (Calvert, Spence, & Stein, 2004; Slutsky & Recanzone, 2001; Stein & Meredith, 1993) . However, determining temporal correspondence is made difficult by differences in intrinsic and extrinsic transduction speeds for different sensory signals (see King, 2005) . Several proposed processes may facilitate the combination of different sensory signals despite temporal discrepancy between them (e.g., Temporal Recalibration; Fujisaki, Shimojo, Kashino, & Nishida, 2004; Vroomen, Keetels, de Gelder, & Bertelson, 2004 ; AV simultaneity window; Dixon & Spitz, 1980; Miner & Caudell, 1998; Navarra et al., 2005; Powers, Hillock, & Wallace, 2009; Vatakis & Spence, 2006) . Of particular interest here is temporal ventriloquism (Fendrich & Corballis, 2001; Keetels & Vroomen, 2011a; Morein-Zamir, Soto-Faraco, & Kingstone, 2003; Parise & Spence, 2009; Scheier, Nijhawan, & Shimojo, 1999; Vroomen & Keetels, 2006) . Temporal ventriloquism is often characterized as the capture of the apparent timing of one sensory signal by another. Under this proposal, temporal discrepancy between different sensory signals is resolved simply by diminish-ing the apparent temporal distance between them. However, it is unclear how such a process might be implemented in the brain.
Typical demonstrations of temporal ventriloquism rely on the detection of small differences in the precision of temporal order judgments (TOJs) between successive visual presentations when presented with temporally adjacent, as compared with temporally synchronous, auditory events (Keetels & Vroomen, 2011a; Morein-Zamir et al., 2003; Parise & Spence, 2009; Scheier et al., 1999; Vroomen & Keetels, 2006) . Recently, Freeman and Driver (2008) provided a much more compelling demonstration apparently supporting the existence of temporal ventriloquism. This study utilized a visual phenomenon wherein the repeated presentation of two successive, spatially offset, visual events can result in the appearance of directional motion from one location to the other. When the timing of the repetitive cycle is such that, for example, the duration between successive left-to-right presentations is shorter than that of the subsequent right-to-left portion of the cycle, a strong impression of rightward cycling motion is perceived (Movies 1 and 2; Dawson, 1991; Gepshtein & Kubovy, 2007 for recent overview; Kolers, 1972; Ullman, 1979) . If the duration between successive left-to-right-to-left presentations is symmetrical, the stimulus simply appears to switch between locations -a directionally ambiguous display. Freeman and Driver (2008) posited that the capture of visual event timing by temporally offset auditory events could induce an apparent temporal asymmetry in a directionally ambiguous visual display. Their results supported this proposal. For example, when the repetitive sequence consisted of a visual presentation on the left, accompanied by a temporally trailing auditory event, followed by a visual presentation on the right, accompanied by a temporally leading auditory event, participants reported a strong perception of left-toright, rightward, motion (see Figure 1 , Movie 3).
A critical question that remains for temporal ventriloquism, and timing phenomena generally, is whether changes in subjective timing perception necessitate changes in the corresponding neural event time course (e.g., Di Luca, Machulla, & Ernst, 2009; Keetels & Vroomen, 2011b; Navarra, Hartcher-O'Brien, Piazza, & Spence, 2009) . Temporal capture represents a strong account of temporal ventriloquism effects and suggests that the presence of an auditory event fundamentally alters the timing representation of a visual event (e.g., Keetels & Vroomen, 2011b; Vroomen & Keetels, 2009) . Alternatively, subjective changes may reflect only a differing organization or interpretation of signals in relation to one another, with the apparent time course only marginally related to physical or neural event timing (Dennett & Kinsbourne, 1992; Fujisaki, Kitazawa, & Nishida, 2012; Johnston & Nishida, 2001 ).
An alternative explanation for temporal ventriloquism involves the grouping of apparently related auditory and visual sequences. Several recent studies have demonstrated the influence that apparent relatedness of within and across modality events can have on perceived timing. For example, it has been demonstrated that if a sequence of auditory events is alike, they tend to group together, strongly mitigating the likelihood of any auditory event in that sequence combining with signals from another modality (Cook & Van Valkenburg, 2009; Keetels, Stekelenburg, & Vroomen, 2007; Klink, Montijn, & van Wezel, 2011) . These results provide evidence for the existence of a processing hierarchy wherein grouping is resolved within a modality prior to the possibility of any cross-modal combination. With regards to cross-modal grouping, factors such as content, semantic or spatial relation (e.g., Keetels & Vroomen, 2005; Parise & Spence, 2009; Vatakis & Spence, 2006; Zampini, Guest, Shore, & Spence, 2005) have been shown to contribute critically to the accuracy with which temporal judgments are made. In this study we propose that the effect reported by Freeman and Driver (2008) is not based on temporal capture. Instead, we suggest that the effect may be driven by the grouping of successive auditory events that subsequently determine the grouping of visual events to imply directional motion. The proposed account differs significantly from the above mentioned demonstrations of the effect of grouping on subjective timing. Critically, we believe that grouping as determined by temporal proximity and feature similarity within one modality (e.g., auditory) may explicitly dictate the grouping within another (vision). This account implies that perceptual organization of a sequence in one modality may determine the specific arrangement of a sequence in another, contrary to previous indications of the processing hierarchy of multisensory signals (e.g., Cook & Van Valkenburg, 2009; Keetels et al., 2007; Klink et al., 2011; see Spence & Chen, 2012 for review) .
To contrast these different hypotheses, we used a visual apparent motion display similar to that used by Freeman and Driver (2008) . We examined the influence of different configurations of cross-modal cues (auditory or tactile) on perceived visual apparent motion. A temporal capture account predicts that any combination of cross-modal cues that can, individually, capture the timing of visual presentations should effectively modulate the direction of visual apparent motion. Consequently, perceived direction of visual motion should always be consistent with that implied by the timing of cross-modal relative to visual events. To preview the results, we find that this is not that case. When using different combinations and temporal configurations of auditory and tactile cross-modal cues, we find that a temporal capture explanation cannot account for the pattern of results. We believe the results are consistent with an explanation based on the grouping of auditory or tactile cues on the basis of similarity and temporal proximity. Once formed, the cross-modal groups dictate the grouping of visual events to determine perceived apparent motion direction. This account does not necessitate any changes in timing of event representations, but relies on the ability to flexibly change the apparent organization of a visual sequence based on the organization of cues presented in other modalities.
Materials and methods

Participants and apparatus
Participants included two of the authors (WR and TK) and six participants who were na¨ıve as to the experimental purpose. All reported normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing. Na¨ıve participants received ¥1000 per hour for their participation. Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the ethical committee at Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT Communication Science Laboratories Ethical Committee). The experiments were conducted according to the principles laid down in the Helsinki Declaration. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants except the authors.
Visual stimuli were generated using a VSG 2/3 from Cambridge Research Systems (CRS) and displayed on a 21
00 Sony Trinitron GDM-F520 monitor (resolution of 800 · 600 pixels and refresh rate of 100 Hz). Participants viewed stimuli from a distance of ; 105 cm. Auditory signals were presented via a loudspeaker at a distance of ; 60 cm, while tactile signals were presented via a vibration generator (EMIC Corp.) placed at a distance of ; 50 cm from the participant. Participants placed their right arm on a cushioned armrest and rested their finger on the vibration generator. Audio and tactile stimulus presentations were controlled by a TDT RM1 Mobile Processor (TuckerDavis Technologies). Auditory presentation timing was driven via a digital line from a VSG Break-out box (CRS), connected to the VSG, which triggered the RM1. Participants responded with their left hand using the left and right cursor keys of the keyboard.
Basic stimuli
The visual stimuli for all experimental phases consisted of white (CIE 1931 x ¼ 0.297, y ¼ 0.321, 123 cd/m 2 ) bars (0.25 · 1.55 dva) presented 3.35 dva either side, and 2 dva above a white central fixation point (0.25 dva in width and height), against a black (; 0 cd/m 2 ) background (see Figure 1 , for a graphic depiction). Individual visual stimulus presentations were 200 ms in duration. Broadband auditory noise was presented continuously throughout the experiment at ; 80 db SPL. Auditory signals consisted of a 50 ms pulse, containing 1 ms cosine onset and offset ramps of either a transient amplitude increase in the broadband noise (; 85 db SPL) or a 1500 Hz sine-wave carrier (Pure tone stimulus). Tactile signals consisted of a 50 ms pulse, containing 1 ms cosine onset and offset ramps, of a 20 Hz sine-wave carrier. Participants wore Sennheiser HDA200 headphones for passive noise cancelling. The passive headphones, combined with high intensity background noise, were used in order to mask any audible noise produced by the tactile stimulator.
Each trial (Movies 3-8; Figure 1 ) began with presentation of the bars both left and right of fixation between three and six times, determined on a trial-bytrial basis. The visual inter stimulus onset asynchrony (vSOA) was 350 ms. The purpose of this sequence was to minimize participants' bias to report direction of motion based on starting position. Following offset of the final presentation in this initial sequence, there was a 150 ms pause before the main stimulus sequence cycle. On 50% of trials, the main stimulus cycle began with presentation of the stimulus to the left of fixation followed, after the vSOA, by presentation of the visual stimulus to the right. On 50% of trials this was reversed. A single stimulus cycle took 700 ms in total and on each trial eight consecutive stimulus cycles were presented. As the vSOA was symmetrical (350 ms), the direction of motion in this display was ambiguous. Auditory or tactile events could be presented either synchronously with visual stimulus timing (1/3 of trials), or offset from the visual stimuli by 60 ms (2/3 of trials). Thus, while the vSOA was always 350 ms, the SOA between successive cross-modal flankers (fSOA) would on some trials match this (350 ms) or on other trials, for a given stimulus cycle, be shorter (350 -120 ¼ 230 ms), or longer (350 þ 120 ¼ 470 ms). Previous studies (Freeman & Driver, 2008; Kafaligonul & Stoner, 2010) have indicated that if the cross-modal flanker events both fall between successive left-thenright visual events, the display implies rightward apparent motion. Conversely, if the flanker events fall between right-then-left visual events, the display implies leftward apparent motion. And so, on 1/3 of trials the cross-modal flanker timing implied rightward motion, while on 1/3 of trials cross-modal timing implied leftward motion. On the remaining 1/3 of trials there was no timing discrepancy between visual events and cross-modal events. On the basis of relative timing cues alone, the direction of motion for these presentations would remain ambiguous. The timing of the first presented cross-modal flanker led the first visual event, and the second flanker lagged the second visual event, on 50% of trials, while this relationship was reversed on the remaining 50% of trials.
Cross-modal flanker configurations and experimental procedures
There were six different cross-modal flanker conditions; audio only (Movies 3 & 4; Figure 2 ; see Supplementary Materials for depictions of each movie timeline), tactile only, audio-tactile sequential ( Figure  2 ), audio-tactile pairwise (Figure 2 ), noise-pure tone sequential (Movie 5) and noise-pure tone pairwise (Movies 6 -8). In the audio only condition (see Figure  2 ), all cross-modal events were broadband auditory noise. This condition was effectively a replication of previous studies (Freeman & Driver, 2008; Kafaligonul & Stoner, 2010) . In the tactile only condition, all crossmodal events were tactile stimuli. In the sequential conditions, for both audio-tactile (see Figure 2 ) and noise-pure tone (Movie 5) combinations, the crossmodal events sequentially alternated between the different stimuli (e.g., A.T. . .A.T. . .; periods represent the passage of time). In the pairwise conditions, for both audio-tactile (see Figure 2 ) and noise-pure tone (Movies 6 -8) combinations, the stimuli were sequentially alternated in a pairwise manner (e.g., A.A. . .T.T. . .). Participants completed each condition in a separate block of trials. Within a given block of trials, each possible configuration for that condition (e.g., a given trial starting with an auditory or tactile signal in the audio-tactile sequential condition) was presented with the same frequency. The order of presentation for the different configurations was determined on a trial-by-trial basis.
Each block consisted of 72 trials. Participants completed one block of trials for each of the conditions, except each of the pairwise conditions, for which they completed two blocks, eight blocks in total. Half of the participants completed the audio only condition first while the other half completed the tactile only Figure 2 . Schematic depiction of example timeline for different experimental conditions. Audio only condition contains only a single flanker signal type (tactile only condition is equivalent but contains only tactile signals). Audio-tactile sequential condition sequentially alternates between auditory and tactile signals (noise-pure tone condition is equivalent but contains pure-tone and broadband auditory noise signals). Audio-tactile pairwise conditions (short and long) alternate between auditory and tactile signals in a pairwise manner (noise-pure tone pairwise condition is equivalent but contains pure-tone and broadband auditory noise signals). See section The importance of grouping between successive flanker events and Figure 4 for the rationale behind separating pairwise conditions into ''short'' and ''long'' sets.
condition first. The remaining conditions were completed in a pseudo-random order. Each block of trials took approximately 20 min to complete. Participants were required to wait until the completion of the stimulus presentation on each trial before responding. The task was a binary forced-choice response; was the direction of visual motion left or right?
Prior to the experimental sessions, participants were shown the basic visual stimulus, without any accompanying cross-modal signals (Movies 1 and 2). The presentations could have either symmetrical vSOA, as described above, or asymmetrical vSOAs such that directional apparent motion would be induced. This was done to give participants an opportunity to observe a stimulus in which there physically was unambiguous directional motion. When successive vSOAs were asymmetrical, participants were able to identify in which direction the stimulus appeared to cycle.
Can simple cross-modal temporal capture drive visual apparent motion?
A simple temporal capture account would predict that, regardless of the sequence of different cross-modal events (see Figure 2 ), stimulus sequences with identical temporal profiles should elicit similar direction of visual apparent motion reports. Contrary to this account, an explanation based on the grouping of cross-modal events by temporal proximity and similarity would predict that sequences in which the type of cross-modal event is varied (e.g., audio-tactile sequential and pairwise sequences; see Figure 2 ) should exhibit strongly mitigated direction of motion effects. This prediction is made because it is possible for the temporal and similarity grouping cues to indicate opposite sequence configurations and therefore opposite directions of visual apparent motion (see Figure 6 and the Within-modal grouping can be dictated by cross-modal organization section of the General discussion for a complete explanation of the grouping hypothesis). Under these conditions the impression of directional visual apparent motion should become more ambiguous.
To examine the influence of the relative timing of cross-modal events on the visual display, we plotted the proportion of participants' reports that the visual stimulus appeared to cycle in a rightward direction as a function of whether the flanker timing implied rightward or leftward motion ( Figure 3A ). From this we were able to take a measure of the magnitude of influence that the timing of cross-modal events had on the perception of visual apparent motion. This was done by subtracting the proportion of ''rightward'' responses when the implied direction was leftward, from those when the implied direction was rightward ( Figure 3B) . Here, values that approach one indicate that the perceived direction of visual apparent motion was consistent with being dictated by temporal capture of visual events by corresponding cross-modal flankers (negative 1 would imply that perceived motion direction is absolutely inconsistent).
As can be seen in Figure 3 , the magnitude of crossmodal modulation was strong for the audio (AUD) and tactile (TAC) only conditions, consistent with previous studies (Freeman & Driver, 2008; Kafaligonul & Stoner, 2010) . However, compared to the audio only condition, the influence of auditory and tactile flankers was significantly reduced for the conditions in which the flanker sequence was alternated, both sequentially (ATS; audio only ¼ 0.839; audio-tactile sequential ¼ 0.583, t 7 ¼ 6.85, p , 0.001; paired samples-two tailed) and pairwise (ATP; audio only¼0.839; audio-tactile pairwise¼0.526, t 7 ¼ 7.27, p , 0.001; paired samples-two tailed).
Because both the audio and tactile only conditions demonstrated a strong effect individually, the temporally offset auditory or tactile flanker should be able to adequately capture the timing of the nearby visual event regardless of the configuration. Consequently, a temporal capture account would predict that there is no difference between any of the four examined conditions. However, these results clearly indicate that the relationship between successive cross-modal flankers is a critical factor in the perceived direction of visual motion. The role of this relationship can be further examined through the conditions in which cross-modal flankers were alternated in a pairwise manner.
The importance of grouping between successive flanker events
The presented results raise significant doubt as to the possibility of a temporal capture account. An alternative account is that direction of visual motion is dependent on the apparent grouping of successive cross-modal flankers. The audio-tactile pairwise condition can be considered to have two cues that may contribute to the apparent grouping of flankers; the temporal distance between successive flankers, and whether successive flanker events are the same or different signals (similarity cue). On the basis of these two factors, the pairwise flanker sequences can be considered to be short or long pairs. Figure 2 ; see also Figure 6 for a similar timeline depiction. When the flanker pairs are short, the timing and similarity cues can be considered to imply the same direction of motion. Moreover, a short crossmodal event pair implies the same direction of motion as implied by the simple temporal capture account.
However, when the flanker pairs are long, the timing and similarity cues are in conflict with each other. Therefore, if the grouping of flankers on the basis of similarity is critical to the cross-modal modulation of visual apparent motion direction, the magnitude of this effect should be significantly reduced in the long compared to short pair condition.
As can be seen in Figure 4 , when trial data is separated by the cross-modal flanker pair being short or long (see Figure 2) , the short pair configuration for an audio-tactile pairwise sequence (ATP S ) shows strong modulation of perceived direction consistent with being driven by cross-modal flanker timing. However, for the long pair configuration, this result was not found. Here the perceived direction of visual motion was significantly different from what was found for the corresponding short condition (audio-tactile pairwise short ¼ 0.745; audio-tactile pairwise long ¼À0.120; t 7 ¼ 4.59, p ¼ 0.003). This result indicates that the grouping of successive cross-modal flankers on the basis of their similarity is critical in driving the perceived direction of visual apparent motion.
Visual apparent motion driven by flanker grouping alone
The results thus far suggest that the grouping of cross-modal flanker pairs on the basis of similarity may drive the directional motion percept at least as strongly as the grouping induced by temporal proximity. However, no result explicitly reflects the influence of the similarity grouping cue by itself. To confirm that grouping by similarity alone can drive the direction of visual motion, we can examine the trials in which auditory and tactile events alternated in a pairwise manner and cross-modal events were presented synchronously with corresponding visual events (AT-P AMB ). In these trials, on the basis of timing alone, the direction of visual apparent motion should remain ambiguous. As these trials contain no temporal offset between visual events and the corresponding crossmodal events, they cannot be examined on the same basis as those reported above -direction implied by flanker-visual event temporal offset. However, an implied direction of motion can be determined by the cross-modal event sequence. The grouping hypothesis would suggest that a sequence beginning with a visual presentation on the left, coupled with a given crossmodal signal, followed by a visual presentation on the right, coupled with the same type of cross-modal signal, would imply a direction of motion from left to rightrightward. As shown in the right panel of Figure 4 , participants' reports of apparent motion direction were in fact consistent with this suggestion (audio-tactile pairwise ambiguous timing ¼ 0.536, t 7 ¼ 4.56, p ¼ 0.003; single sample against 0 effect). This result demonstrates that temporal offsets between visual events and corresponding cross-modal events are not required to induce a perception of directional motion in a directionally ambiguous visual display.
Is the modality of flankers critical for grouping?
In the results presented above, when the flanker type was alternated, it changed between different sensory Figure 3 . Graphical depictions of experimental data. (A) Averaged proportion of trials in which eight participants reported the perceived direction of motion as rightward when the timing of cross-modal flankers implied leftward or rightward motion; for the audio only (AUD), tactile only (TAC), audio-tactile sequential alternation (ATS), and audio-tactile pairwise alternation conditions (ATP). (B) Averaged estimate of cross-modal influence on visual apparent motion reports for eight participants for audio-tactile cross-modal flanker conditions. This measure was generated by subtracting the proportion of ''rightward'' responses when implied direction of motion was leftward, from that when it was rightward (see Figure 3A) . A value of 1 would indicate that participants' reports were perfectly consistent with crossmodal capture of visual event timing. Error bars indicate 6 standard error of the mean.
modalities, auditory and tactile. Therefore, it is possible that the effects of flanker grouping may be limited to cases where flanker pairs are derived from separate sensory modalities. However, if equivalent results are obtained for the conditions in which the different signals originated in the same modality, but differ in feature (i.e., pure-tone and broadband noise), this outcome would indicate that similarity can be indicated by differences more specific than sensory modality.
Examining the basic conditions in which the flanker was alternated both sequentially (NPS) and pairwise (NPP), we can see that compared to the audio only condition the effect of cross-modal flankers on visual apparent motion was significantly reduced (audio only ¼ 0.839; noise-pure tone sequential ¼ 0.417, t 7 ¼ 4.47, p ¼ 0.003; and noise-pure tone pairwise ¼ 0.453, t 7 ¼ 4.70, p ¼ 0.002; Figure 5 ; paired samples-two tailed). Likewise, when we separate the noise-pure tone pairwise condition into short and long combinations, we see a significant difference (noise-pure tone pairwise short ¼ 0.787, noise-pure tone pairwise long ¼ À0.016; t 7 ¼ 3.49, p ¼ 0.01; Figure 5 ; paired samples-two tailed). Finally, examining the noise-pure tone pairwise trials in which there is no temporal offset between visual events and the corresponding cross-modal events (NPP AMB ), we see that, as in the audio-tactile case, there was a significant modulation of visual apparent motion (noise-pure tone pairwise ambiguous timing; 0.464, t 7 ¼ 3.75, p ¼ 0.007; single sample against 0 effect). These results indicate that within-modal differences are sufficient to indicate flanker pairs, and subsequently dictate the direction of visual apparent motion.
General discussion
In this study we were interested in whether a recently reported effect, the modulation of visual apparent motion direction by temporally offset, though spatially uninformative, auditory signals could be accounted for by a temporal capture explanation. This explanation assumes a change in the timing of visual signals as induced by temporally offset auditory signals. An alternative explanation was that the grouping of flanker signals could dictate the grouping of visual events to imply a direction of motion. A critical difference of this proposal is that it does not invoke any changes in event neural event timing. While we could replicate the original reported effect when cross-modal flanker sequences consisted of only a single signal type, the effect was strongly mitigated for all conditions in which the flanker sequence was alternated. These results are inconsistent with a temporal capture account that would predict no difference between sequences with identical temporal profiles.
Results from the conditions containing pairwise cross-modal sequences indicated that the grouping between successive cross-modal flankers on the basis of similarity was critical in determining the direction of apparent visual motion. This conclusion was confirmed by results from the pairwise conditions in which there was no temporal offset between a given visual event and the corresponding cross-modal signal. Despite containing no temporal offset, the direction of visual apparent motion was dictated by the sequence of crossmodal (tactile and/or auditory) events.
Within-modal grouping can be dictated by cross-modal organization
Our results demonstrate that the perceptual organization of tactile and/or auditory sequences can have a strong effect on the organization of visual sequences. Because similar results were obtained when the signals differed only in feature (pure tone and broadband auditory noise) as when they differed in modality (auditory and tactile), we can characterize the grouping process as occurring supra-modally and being subject to feature information cues. In particular, we believe that the organization of the tactile and/or auditory events is facilitating the segmentation of the visual event stream. Figure 6 provides a schematic representation of how we propose such an effect might occur. Successive flanker events are grouped (red and blue ovals) and subsequently dictate the sequence of the combined multisensory events (broken line box). This configuration determines the grouping of visual events to generate directional visual apparent motion (indicated by the arrow). If the visual event pair begins on the left and ends on the right, the perceived direction of motion is rightward. Conversely, if the pair begins on the right and ends on the left, the perceived direction of motion is leftward. The strength of grouping for a given flanker pair is driven by temporal proximity (indicated by the blue ovals) and signal similarity (indicated by the red ovals). When two successive flankers are the same signal type, and close together in time ( Figure 6A ; audio-tactile pairwise short condition), both the similarity and temporal proximity cues indicate the same grouping configuration. In this case, the strength of grouping between flankers is strong and clearly dictates the visual event sequence. However, when the succes- sive flankers are the same signal type, but further apart in time ( Figure 6B ; audio-tactile pairwise long condition), the grouping is less clear. Under these conditions, competition between the conflicting grouping cues determines the appropriate segmentation of the sequence. When there is no temporal offset between visual events and the corresponding cross-modal events, and the temporal distance between events is equal, the temporal proximity cue is not informative. However, the sequence can still be segmented according to the similarity cue ( Figure 6C ; audio-tactile pairwise ambiguous condition). The original demonstration of this effect (Freeman & Driver, 2008) can be considered an extreme version of the solution depicted in Figure  6A . In that case, as all flanker events are the same, they group based on temporal proximity alone.
The original study by Freeman & Driver (2008, experiment 4 ) included a similar experiment to the pairwise condition in this study. In that experiment, visual events were presented synchronously with the corresponding cross-modal event and different auditory signals, pure-tone pulses (defined by carrier frequencies of 480 Hz and 880 Hz) alternated in a pairwise manner. The precise value of the similarity grouping effect is not reported, only that it was significantly different from the standard temporally offset auditory condition. On the basis of this result, the authors concluded that an explanation based on cross-modal sequence grouping was unlikely. However, the modulation of visual motion by cross-modal events can be roughly estimated (as estimated in this study; see Figures 4-5) from figure S2 of that study as ;0.12. This value is compared with values of 0.46 for the puretone and broadband noise combinations and 0.54 for the audio-tactile combinations in this study. As such, it would seem that there may have been some small effect of grouping by similarity in that study, though the difference in pitch between auditory signals was simply insufficient to promote effective grouping of the auditory sequence into distinct pairs.
Within-modal grouping and cross-modal processing hierarchy
Many studies have demonstrated the influence that within-modal grouping can have on potential crossmodal grouping (e.g., Cook & Van Valkenburg, 2009; Keetels et al., 2007; Klink et al., 2011; Sanabria, SotoFaraco, Chan, & Spence, 2005; Watanabe & Shimojo, 2001) . These studies support the existence of a processing hierarchy wherein within-modal operations are resolved prior to interaction with signals from another modality. Here we demonstrate that withinmodal grouping (of visual events) can be determined by perceptual organization within other modalities. Little evidence exists to support this possibility (however, see O'Leary & Rhodes, 1984 for a controversial example; Spence & Chen, 2012 for review) . This result raises an interesting prospect. Equivalent apparent motion phenomena exist for both tactile and auditory sequences. Consequently, it seems unlikely that the cross-modal determination of within-modal grouping is limited to visual apparent motion, or indeed to interactions that uniquely affect vision. Rather, it is likely that similar operations may be identified in many combinations of multisensory events. Under this scenario, the likelihood of a given set of sensory cues being used to determine the organization of another would probably be determined by processes commonly found in cue combination (e.g., maximum likelihood estimation; Battaglia, Jacobs, & Aslin, 2003; Hillis, Ernst, Banks, & Landy, 2002; in comparison, see also Arnold, Tear, Schindel, & Roseboom, 2010; Roach, Heron, & McGraw, 2006) . As such, the nature of the processing hierarchy may not be as concrete as implied by previous results.
Grouping by relatedness, sequence segmentation and apparent timing An interpretation of temporal ventriloquism based on the segmentation of sensory sequences by apparent relatedness is supported by a growing number of recent studies. These studies demonstrate that changes in appearance or apparent timing can be determined purely by apparent relatedness. For example, it has recently been demonstrated that similarity between visual elements can dominate spatio-temporal information to drive motion perception in visual apparent motion displays such as the Ternus and split-motion display (Hein & Cavanagh, 2012; Hein & Moore, 2012) . These results may be considered a within-modal analogy of what we report for the multisensory case, with visual feature correspondence used to segment the visual event sequence and determine the direction of apparent motion.
Separately, many studies have demonstrated, using either visual signals alone (Nicol & Shore, 2007) , or audio and visual combinations (Keetels & Vroomen, 2005; Parise & Spence, 2009; Spence, Baddeley, Zampini, James, & Shore, 2003; Vatakis & Spence, 2007; Zampini et al., 2003; Zampini et al., 2005) , that decreases in apparent relatedness through spatial (Keetels & Vroomen, 2005; Nicol & Shore, 2007; Spence et al., 2003; Zampini et al., 2003; Zampini et al., 2005) or content/semantic differences (Parise & Spence, 2009; Vatakis & Spence, 2007 ; though see also Keetels & Vroomen, 2011a) , can enhance the precision of TOJs between the signals. These studies demonstrate that the apparent relatedness of two events plays a critical role in the segmentation of sequences into discrete events, regardless of source modality.
Finally, it has been shown that the temporal context in which an audio-visual pair is presented can profoundly alter the perception of their relatedness. For example, the point of subjective synchrony for an audio-visual pair can be shifted away from the timing of an additional, temporally adjacent visual (or auditory) event (Roseboom, Nishida, & Arnold, 2009 ). This shift results in a given audio-visual pair appearing to be asynchronous at physical timing relationships that, in the absence of the additional event, had seemed synchronous. This result was attributed to a selective ventriloquism process wherein the ability to determine which of two discrete visual events was most synchronous (related) with a single auditory event facilitated segmentation of the event sequence Roseboom, Nishida, Fujisaki, & Arnold, 2011) .
These studies collectively demonstrate that segmentation of event sequences on the basis of apparent relatedness can have a strong influence on apparent timing. In combination with the results presented in this study, a compelling case is being built to support the suggestion that shifts in event temporal position may not be necessary to explain changes in apparent timing.
Remaining role for temporal capture?
While it is clear that a simple temporal capture account cannot explain the results we have obtained, we are unable to explicitly exclude the possibility that it still has some role. One limitation of the current paradigm is that changes in the temporal offset between visual events and corresponding cross-modal flankers will also change the temporal distance between successive crossmodal flanker events themselves. Therefore, it is not possible to manipulate the influence of one proposed process (e.g., temporal capture) without also changing that of the other (e.g., grouping). We have demonstrated in this study that it is not necessary to invoke temporal capture in order to demonstrate an effect of cross-modal events on visual apparent motion. Critically, this is not to say that there is not some additional contribution of temporal capture beyond the effect of grouping. In fact, a result indicating the auditory capture of visual timing has recently been demonstrated using a type of visual motion stimuli usually considered to be processed pre-attentively and so, presumably, is not subject to the grouping processes we describe here (Kafaligonul & Stoner, 2012) . In any case, as the paradigm used in our study cannot directly dissociate the role of grouping by temporal proximity and that of a putative temporal capture, it is necessary to investigate such a contrast in alternative experimental paradigms, such as the traditional temporal ventriloquism task (e.g., Morein-Zamir et al., 2003) .
Traditional temporal ventriloquism and sequence segmentation
A critical question that remains is whether the traditional demonstrations of temporal ventriloquism (e.g., Morein-Zamir et al., 2003) can be explained by a method similar to that described above. Such an outcome would add to doubts about the nature of cross-modal temporal capture in a broader context. As the TOJ task employed in typical demonstrations of temporal ventriloquism is fundamentally concerned with segmentation of the visual signal sequence, we believe that sequence segmentation likely contributes to the effect. Any cue that assists in indicating that the two visual signals constitute discrete events is likely to enhance judgment precision. One could consider the fact that precision of TOJs between two audiovisual pairs is enhanced relative to presentations without auditory signals (e.g., Keetels & Vroomen, 2011a) as evidence for this premise. From this perspective, shifting the auditory events further apart in time will likely strengthen the cue to segment the visual sequence and further enhance the precision of TOJs between two audio-visual pairs (i.e., the temporal ventriloquism effect as demonstrated by Morein-Zamir et al., 2003) . We believe that manipulations that do not require changes in the temporal profile of the sequence, but assist in segmentation of the stimulus, will yield similar results. For example, it may be possible to enhance the cue to segment the visual stream into two discrete events simply by altering the properties of the crossmodal signals, such as we have done in this study. We will be looking to confirm this possibility in future studies.
Conclusions
Investigations of human perception often focus on the discovery of examples of low level interactions between sensory signals. In the temporal domain, this approach often leads to proposals wherein a change in subjective timing report is explained as a consequence of some change in the representation of temporal position or brain time (see Johnston & Nishida, 2001 ) for a given event. Phenomena, such as temporal ventriloquism and the corresponding temporal capture account (see Vroomen & Keetels, 2009) , color-motion asynchrony (Linares & Lopez-Moliner, 2006; Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997;  however, see also Arnold, Clifford, & Wenderoth, 2001; Nishida & Johnston, 2002) , and the flash-lag effect (see Linares & Lopez-Moliner, 2007; Whitney & Murakami, 1998 ; however, see also Arnold, Ong, & Roseboom, 2009 ) are all examples of where such an approach has been applied. In this study, we provide evidence that, at least for one particular demonstration of temporal ventriloquism, such an explanation proves inadequate. Whether an account such as that we propose proves useful in describing other temporal capture or assimilation effects, such as the original temporal ventriloquism demonstration (e.g., MoreinZamir et al., 2003) or the cross-modal double flash illusion (Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2000) , remains an empirical question; however, we suspect it likely that the effect of grouping interactions of the form demonstrated in this study will prove to be ubiquitous in human perception.
